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Abstract— The free ware nature of the with and without wired medium leaves it vulnerable to
purpose intrusion attacks, typically can called as blocking or jamming. This on purpose intrusion
with wireless transmissions can be used as a launch pad for mounting the various attacks like
Denial-of-Service attacks (DOS) on wireless networks. Typically, jamming has been list out under
an outside risk model. However, adversaries with internal knowledge of protocol specifications and
network secrets can launch lowest level efforts jamming attacks that are difficult to identify and
counter. It addresses the problem of selective jamming attacks in wireless networks. In these
attacks, the challenger is on the go only for a less interval of time, selectively achieving messages of
high importance. It illustrate the advantages of selective jamming in terms of network
performance degradation and adversary effort by presenting analysis on network security, a
selective attack on Transport Control Protocol and one on routing, in that selective jamming
attacks can be launched by performing real-time packet classification at the physical layer. To
mitigate these attacks, so that, three schemes that prevent real- time packet classification by
combining cryptographic and primitives with physical-layer attributes.
Keywords- Modulation Schemes, DOS, Real time packet classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks rely on the continuous availability of the wireless medium to
interconnect
participating nodes. However, the open nature of this medium leaves it vulnerable to multiple
security threats. Anyone with a transceiver can eavesdrop [1] on wireless transmissions, inject
spurious messages, or jam legitimate ones. While eavesdropping and message injection can
prevented using cryptographic methods, jamming attacks are much harder to counter. They have
been shown to actualize severe Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks against wireless networks [14], in
the simplest form of jamming; the adversary interferes with the reception of messages by
transmitting a continuous jamming signal [4], or several short jamming pulses [1].
1.1 Detection of Jamming
WLANs are built upon a shared medium that makes it easy to launch jamming attacks. These attacks
can be easily accomplished by sending radio frequency signals that do not follow any MAC
protocols. Detection of jamming attacks can be done in multiple ways. One of the most efficient
ways is to jump channels. Because communication between two legitimate no des is done through a
specific frequency, the frequency can be changed if necessary.
II . LITERATURE SURVEY
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The various attacks on selective jamming attacks like Denial-of-Service attacks (DOS) on wireless
networks. Typically, jamming has been list out under an outside risk model. However, adversaries
with internal knowledge of protocol specifications and network [16] secrets can launch lowest level
efforts jamming attacks that are difficult to identify and counter. It addresses the problem of selective
jamming attacks in wireless networks.
To mitigate jamming attacks many hiding schemes were used. These are,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Real Time Packet Classification
Strong hiding commitment scheme
Cryptographic puzzle base scheme
All-or-nothing transmission

2.1 Real Time Packet Classification
At the Physical layer, a packet m is encoded, interleaved [1], and modulated before it is transmitted
over the wireless channel. At the receiver, the signal is demodulated, de-interleaved and decoded to
recover the original packet m. Nodes A and B communicate via a wireless link. Within the
communication range of both A and B there is a jamming node J. When A transmits a packet m to B,
node J classifies m by receiving only the first few bytes of m. J then corrupts m beyond recovery by
interfering with its reception at B [1].

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of Proposed of Generic communication system.

The figure 2.1 shows the proposed architecture diagram of Real time Packet Classification
process[1] ability in classifying a packet m depends on the implementation of the blocks in Fig. 2.1
The channel encoding block expands the original bit sequence m, adding necessary redundancy for
protecting m against channel errors. For example, a α/β-block code may protect m from up to errors
per block.
2.2. A Strong Hiding Commitment Scheme (SHCS)
It is based on symmetric cryptography. Assume that the sender has a packet for Receiver. First[1][2],
S constructs commit message the commitment function is an off-the-shelf symmetric encryption
algorithm is a publicly known permutation, and k is a randomly selected key of some desired key
length s. Upon reception of d, any receiver R computes.
2.2 Cryptographic Puzzle Hiding Scheme(CPHS)
A strong hiding commitment scheme (SHCS), which is based on symmetric cryptography. Assume
that the sender has a packet for Receiver. First [1][2], S constructs commit( message ) the
commitment function is an off-the-shelf symmetric encryption algorithm is a publicly known
permutation.
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III.

PROPOSED WORK

It focuses on At the Physical layer, a packet m is encoded, interleaved [1], and modulated before it
is transmitted over the wireless channel. At the receiver, the signal is demodulated, de-interleaved
and decoded to recover the original packet m. Nodes A and B communicate via a wireless link.
Within the communication range of both A and B there is a jamming node J. When A transmits a
packet m to B, node J classifies m by receiving only the first few bytes of m. J then corrupts m
beyond recovery by interfering with its reception at B[1].
3.1 Methods Used
There are various methods that are used for achieving strong security of system and hence it go
through them in detail. So here using Real time classification for achieving strong hiding security.
The figure 3.1 shows the proposed architecture diagram of Real time Packet Classification process[1]
ability in classifying a packet m depends on the implementation of the blocks in Fig. 3.1 The channel
encoding block expands the original bit sequence m, adding necessary redundancy for protecting m
against channel errors.
For example, an α/β-block code may protect m from up to errors per block.
Alternatively, an α/β-rate convolution encoder with a constraint length of Lmax, and a free distance
of e bits provides similar protection. For our purposes, it assumes that the rate of the encoder is α/β.
At the next block, interleaving is applied to protect m from burst errors. For simplicity, consider a
block interleaved that is defined by a matrix Ad×β.
3.2 Realization of a selective jamming attack
Impact of selective jamming on critical network functions. Our findings indicate at selective
jamming attacks lead to DoS with very low effort on behalf of the jammer.

Figure 6.1 Realization of a selective jamming attack

An intuitive solution to selective jamming would be the encryption of transmitted packets (including
headers) with a static key. However, for broadcast communications, this static decryption key must
be known to all intended receivers and hence, is susceptible to compromise. An adversary in
possession of the decryption key can start decrypting as early as the reception of the first cipher text
block. For example, consider the cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode of encryption [7]. To encrypt a
message m with a key k and an initialization vector IV, message m is split into x blocks m1, m2, mx,
and each cipher text block ci, is generated as:
c1 = IV, ci+1 = Ek (ci ⊕ mi ), i = 1, 2, . . . ,
x,
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Where Ek (m) denotes the encryption of m with key k. The plaintext mi is recovered by:
mi = ci ⊕ Dk (ci+1 ), i = 1, 2, . . . ,
x.

(2)

3.3 Algorithm
1. Symmetric encryption algorithm
2. Brute force attacks against block encryption algorithms
Algorithm Description

3.4 RESULT
In the proposed work, in this section, here analyzed the effectiveness & comparison of all packets
hiding method. Here have shown the effective throughput averaged over 100 different traces. So
Observed that the PHSWPL is more effective than other hiding method. This method is required less
computational overhead than AONT Because of base of hiding method.
CONCLUSION
As per the previous system, in selective jamming attacks generated a problem in LAN or wireless
networks. Jammer attacks the importance message because of internal knowledge of network & its
secrets. Here showed that the jammer could classify transmitted packets in real time by decoding the
first few symbols of an ongoing transmission. It evaluated the impact of selective jamming attacks on
network. Here show that a selective jammer can significantly impact performance with very low
effort. Hence it analyzed the security of packet hiding schemes and quantified their effectiveness.
Here I propose the packet hiding scheme without packet loss. In PHSPL, packets are sending with
Header, Sequence ID and host name and the data is send to the selective host. That’s why the packet
loss is minimum. So the sender and receiver can communicate with each other securely. All the
information about packet and data is in the header of packet. Hence the PHSPL is more effective
over other real time classification methods.
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